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Hospital quality scores have been tied to payment 

since 2010.  What does that mean?  Our quality 

scores -- which include patient satisfaction -- are 

tied to reimbursement through Medicare and other 

payors.   The Hospital Consumer Assessment of 

Healthcare Providers and Systems (HCAHPS) is a 

patient satisfaction survey required by the Centers 

for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). 
The survey and its results are important for 

several reasons: 
 The survey is the voice of the 

patient – it gives us a view into 

the patient’s perception of the care 

we provide 
 The survey results are publicly 

reported on the internet for all to 

see – so results impact our 

reputation. 
 The government will reimburse 

us on results, so excellent survey 

performance keeps the hospital 

financially strong. 
 
What does the HCAHPS survey ask 

about? 
 Doctor Communication – respect, listening 

skills and communication ability of doctors 
 Nurse Communication – respect, listening skills 

and communication ability of nurses 
 Staff Responsiveness – answering call lights and 

responding to toileting needs 
 Hospital Environment – cleanliness and 

quietness  
 Pain Management -- communication and 

control 
 Medication Communication – explaining 

medications to patients 
 Discharge Information – preparing patients to 

leave the hospital 
 Food Services – quality of food and the courtesy 

of those who deliver it 
 Overall Rating of the Hospital – rating a 

hospital on a scale of 1 to 10 
Patients are asked to rate us on these questions using 

the scale of: Never, Sometimes, 

Usually, Always 
However, only the percentage of 

those who rate us ALWAYS for 

questions are publicly reported.   
 
Earlier this year, our staff was set with 

a challenge specific to Patient 

Experience with the goal of reaching 

and sustaining the 50th percentile in 

6 (of 8) areas of the HCAHPS 

Survey.   The 50th percentile is 

represented by the color green in the 

report. 
 
To assist with that goal, the Patient Experience Team 

created a movie showing the benefits of using 

AIDET (Acknowledge, Introduce, Duration, Explain 

& Thank) as a proven mechanism for creating a 

positive patient experience.   “We will continue to 

focus on each aspect of AIDET to hardwire those 

processes until we achieve sustainability,” said Carla 

Hamilton, Patient Advocate and PET member.   
 

The government 

will reimburse us 

on results, so 

excellent survey 

performance keeps 

the hospital 

financially strong.  

Continues on Page 8 
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 HEALTHCARE PARTNER NEWS 

Community Hospital of Staunton Earns National 
Recognition for Compliance 

 
 
Community Hospital of Staunton (CHS) Materials 

Management Director, Donald Bloemker, proudly 

accepted the Highest GPO Compliance Award for a 

Critical Access Hospital at the national Quorum 

Health Resources and HealthTrust Purchasing Group 

(QPA/HPG) meeting held recently in Las Vegas.   
“Even though CHS is a smaller critical access 

hospital, we are able to purchase supplies and 

equipment at discounts and costs that are much 

better than what many of our larger surrounding and 

associated hospitals are paying,” explained 

Bloemker.  “Through our partnership with QPA/

HPG we are able to leverage the purchasing power 

of over 1400 other hospitals and 22600 alternate 

sites with $34 Billion in contract spend which in turn 

saves CHS a considerable amount of money on our 

supplies and associated contracts.”  This partnership 

has saved CHS hundreds of thousands of dollars 

over the past few years.  “From a Materials 

Management viewpoint, this is one of the best things 

we have going for our facility,” added Bloemker.  

 
 

 
With a contract 

compliance averaging 99.2% CHS achieved the 

award over several other hospitals nationwide.  

“Through the dedication and hard work of the 

Materials Management department and the 

cooperation of Susan Fletcher Lab Manager, Scott 

Katich Pharmacy Director, Eric Snider Dietary 

Supervisor along with all of the other managers and 

departments including Administration we were able 

to achieve this award,” said Sue Campbell, CEO at 

CHS.  “The award not only signifies a high 

compliance level but also reflects a substantial 

amount of savings realized by the hospital as a result 

of the increased compliance.” 
 

Donald Bloemker, 
CHS Materials Management 
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2017 Sporting Clay Classic  
Raises $47,239 

Thank you to all who participated in the 2017 Sporting Clay Classic  
Nilo Farms --  June 10 
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 IN THE COMMUNITY  

One of the best things about being a community 

hospital is when we get the chance to “give back” to 

the community.  Our Auxiliary and Medical Staff do 

that every year through the scholarship programs 

they created for area students seeking education and 

careers in healthcare! 
This year a total of 9 students earned scholarships 

worth $1,000 each to be used for their education 

seeking healthcare careers. 
Recipients of the Auxiliary Award included:  

 Courtney Deiters, Breese, IL 
St. Louis College of Pharmacy 
Pharmacist 

 Emily Duncan, Highland, IL 
St. Louis University 
Medicine 

 Derek Sonnenberg, Maryville, IL 
University of Illinois – College of Medicine 
Medicine 

 Dawn Maker, Maryville, IL 
Goldfarb School of Nursing 

 Mahalia Potter, Collinsville, IL 
Goldfarb School of Nursing 

Two recipients were able to attend the Auxiliary’s 
July Meeting.  (L to R) Richard Trolliet, Auxiliary 
President; Courtney Deiters, Emily Duncan, and Betty 
Ludwig, Auxiliary Scholarship Chair. 

The Medical Staff awarded scholarships to: 
 Derek Sonnenberg, Maryville, IL 

University of Illinois – College of Medicine 
Medicine 

 Rebekah Kuhl, Troy, IL 
St. Louis University 
Occupational Therapy 

 Dawn Maker, Maryville, IL 
Goldfarb School of Nursing 

 Alexandra Holten, Collinsville, IL 
University of Missouri 
Nursing 

 
Contact the Auxiliary for application information or 

the Medical Staff Office.  Applications begin each 

spring and close by June 1. 
  
Dr. Michael Mulligan, Dr. Kelly Geldmacher, and Dr. 
Scott Wong were able to meet and congratulate 
Derek Sonnenberg (3rd from left) during a recent 
Medical Staff Leadership meeting.   

 

Anderson Hospital Auxiliary and Medical Staff 
Awards Scholarships 
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 AUXILIARY NEWS 

GLO Bingo 
Friday, September 29 - 6 p.m. - American Legion/Edwardsville 

Anderson Hospital Auxiliary is 
hosting a Glo Bingo 
Extravaganza on FRIDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 29, 2017 at the 
Edwardsville American Legion, 
located across from Lincoln Middle 
School at 58 State Route 
157.  Doors open at 6 p.m. with 
door prizes being awarded at 7 
p.m. then games to follow.   
 
The event features ten games and 
two mega 50/50 games amounting 
to over $1,600, lots of door prizes 
and fantastic raffle items. 
A DJ, songs, humor, and props with 
a hospital theme are sure to be a 
big hit.  While you can bring your 
own snacks, food and drink will be 
available to purchase. 
 
Tickets may be purchased in 
advance for $20 (includes 6 bingo 
cards, dabber, and hat) starting 
August 15th at the Anderson 
Hospital Gift Shop or online at 

www.tribout.com.  A limited 
number of tickets will be available 
at the door for $25, so advance 
tickets are 
encouraged.  Participants must 
be 18 years of age or older. 
 
The Anderson Hospital Auxiliary is a 
non-profit organization dedicated to 
support, promote and advance 
Anderson Hospital in Maryville, 
Illinois.  The Auxiliary provides 
support to patients and staff, and 
through its fundraising efforts, 
provides scholarships and donates 
much needed medical equipment 
and supplies to Anderson 
Hospital.  Community support is a 
key element to the Auxiliary's 
success in these efforts. 
   

http://www.tribout.com
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 CELEBRATING 40 YEARS 

Over 900 Guests Enjoyed the July 15th Zoofari Event  
in Celebration of our 40th Anniversary 
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 CELEBRATING 40 YEARS 

By Kat Bean 
Materials Management 
Inventory Control/Supplies Manager 
 
While in High School, my parents were business 

owners in Collinsville and belonged to the Lion’s 

Club.  The Club held a walk-a-thon to help raise 

money for a hospital (I didn’t know it was 

Anderson) in which I participated.  The walk took 

you from Collinsville through the back roads to a 

site that had a small trailer parked just off a gravel 

drive way in Maryville.  A nice lady, wearing a pink 

jacket at that trailer signed our walking paper.  I had 

no idea how that would tie into my future. 
After graduating High School in 1977, I was 

working part time as a cashier at Central Hardware 

in Fairview Heights.  I was dating a fella named Don 

that worked at my parents’ business and he had 

mysteriously contracted Mono.  Needless to say, our 

dating was put on hold, but we still spoke each 

evening on the phone.   While talking to Don after 

his family’s Sunday dinner, his big brother, Dave, 

who worked at Anderson Hospital, grabbed the 

phone and offered me a job.  He said it was in 

“Central Supply.” 
While I hadn’t a clue what “Central Supply” was all 

about, I came in filled out the application and was 

soon hired.  I continued working at Central 

Hardware another year in addition to working at 

Anderson.  I decided this would be the place I 

wanted to work full time.  I wanted to have a paid 

vacation while on my honeymoon, since – yep, you 

guessed it – I married that fella whose brother 

offered me the job here!  It’s easy to remember how 

many years I’ve been married by subtracting 1 year 

from my anniversary date here. 
We had our 2 children here who, in turn, grew up 

and blessed us with 5 grandchildren all born at 

Anderson.   

I have seen many changes as Anderson has grown.  

A lot of wonderful staff members, some feel as close 

as family, have come and gone in the past 40 years.  

And that includes the ladies (and gentlemen) that 

have served as volunteers. 
I’m proud to say that I have been part of this 

organization from its beginnings.  I have personally 

matured, learned and grown along with Anderson 

Hospital. 
I have set a goal of 50 years as an employee, the 

future is yet to be written, but we’ll see. 
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HOSPITAL NEWS  

Our 6 month report shows we are definitely meeting the challenge and 

heading in the right direction!  Keep up the GREEN work! 
 

 

 


